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despite she left home in the face of strong opposition from her parents also in the face of something can mean
being threatened with something in the face of several lawsuits the company took the product off the market
the meaning of face is the front part of the head that in humans extends from the forehead to the chin and
includes the mouth nose cheeks and eyes how to use face in a sentence find 10 different ways to say in the
face of along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com in face of definition and
meaning collins english dictionary summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations
sentences grammar definition of in face of in face of in british english or in the face of despite see full
dictionary entry for face collins english dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers of a meeting conversation
etc with someone who you meet in the same place they never offered us a face to face meeting to discuss our
questions face to face contact can be important for good working relationships now i was face to face with him
at last experiencing or having to deal with a situation directly on the contrary she remained placid in face of
the inevitable sir said wield as always sticking to protocol in face of even a single member of the public think
we ought to be on our way dalziel s apparent callosity in face of murder was pascoe hoped his preferred way
of dealing with distress synonyms for face to face personally in secret tête à tête in private immediately
intimately secretly confidentially antonyms of face to face indirectly publicly openly distantly 1 within each
other s sight or presence met and talked face to face a face to face consultation 2 in or into direct contact or
confrontation came face to face with the problem face to face phrase if you come face to face with a difficulty or
reality you cannot avoid it and have to deal with it eventually he came face to face with discrimination again i
was gradually being brought face to face with the fact that i had very little success face to face adverb he
opened the door and came face to face with a burglar i deal with customers on the phone and rarely meet
them face to face figurative she was brought face to face with the horrors of war see face to face in the oxford
advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation face to face face to face describes an interaction that takes
place in person as opposed to over the phone or online as in instead of emailing back and forth let s meet face to
face in my office this afternoon it is also commonly spelled without hyphens as face to face face to face in a way
that involves people who are close together and looking at each other he opened the door and came face to face
with a burglar i deal with customers on the phone and rarely meet them face to face figurative she was
brought face to face with the horrors of war doing something face to face means it s happening in close
proximity to another person when you re meeting face to face with your teacher the two of you are together
and speaking directly to each other as an adverb or adjective face to face describes in person interactions
research suggests that face to face communications are linked to better mental health text based communication
appears to predict mental health better than videoconferencing with the face to face does not need to be
hyphenated when you are writing it as an adverb this form is used to modify another verb in the sentence
face to face should be hyphenated when it is used as an adjective which means it modifies a noun in the
sentence published 5 11 pm et jun 13 2024 new york leaders will explore when to ban new yorkers from
wearing face coverings in the coming months to prevent hate crimes and aid law enforcement but do not have
a timeline to change the law gov kathy hochul said thursday the governor is working with new york city
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leaders the metropolitan chellie pingree to face ronald russell maine s 1st district on the other hand leans
heavily democratic veteran ronald russell won the primary advancing to the november general election to
june 13 2024 8 07 p m et a facial recognition start up accused of invasion of privacy in a class action lawsuit has
agreed to a settlement with a twist rather than cash payments it would joey chestnut may not be competing at
nathan s famous fourth of july hot dog eating contest but fans will be able to watch chestnut face off with his
rival takeru kobayashi on netflix on labor day chicago whether you realize it or not you can see the future to
be more precise you can hear the future research has shown that our brains are primed for spoken language
and can actually
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in the face of something cambridge english dictionary May 13 2024 despite she left home in the face of strong
opposition from her parents also in the face of something can mean being threatened with something in the
face of several lawsuits the company took the product off the market
in face of definition meaning merriam webster Apr 12 2024 the meaning of face is the front part of the head
that in humans extends from the forehead to the chin and includes the mouth nose cheeks and eyes how to use
face in a sentence
10 synonyms antonyms for in the face of thesaurus com Mar 11 2024 find 10 different ways to say in the face
of along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
in face of definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 10 2024 in face of definition and meaning
collins english dictionary summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations sentences
grammar definition of in face of in face of in british english or in the face of despite see full dictionary entry for
face collins english dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers
face to face definition cambridge english dictionary Jan 09 2024 of a meeting conversation etc with someone
who you meet in the same place they never offered us a face to face meeting to discuss our questions face to
face contact can be important for good working relationships now i was face to face with him at last
experiencing or having to deal with a situation directly
definition of in face of collins online dictionary Dec 08 2023 on the contrary she remained placid in face of the
inevitable sir said wield as always sticking to protocol in face of even a single member of the public think we
ought to be on our way dalziel s apparent callosity in face of murder was pascoe hoped his preferred way of
dealing with distress
face to face synonyms 20 similar and opposite words Nov 07 2023 synonyms for face to face personally in secret
tête à tête in private immediately intimately secretly confidentially antonyms of face to face indirectly
publicly openly distantly
face to face definition meaning merriam webster Oct 06 2023 1 within each other s sight or presence met and
talked face to face a face to face consultation 2 in or into direct contact or confrontation came face to face with
the problem
face to face definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 05 2023 face to face phrase if you come face to
face with a difficulty or reality you cannot avoid it and have to deal with it eventually he came face to face
with discrimination again i was gradually being brought face to face with the fact that i had very little success
face to face adjective definition pictures pronunciation Aug 04 2023 face to face adverb he opened the door and
came face to face with a burglar i deal with customers on the phone and rarely meet them face to face
figurative she was brought face to face with the horrors of war see face to face in the oxford advanced learner s
dictionary check pronunciation face to face
face to face definition meaning dictionary com Jul 03 2023 face to face describes an interaction that takes place
in person as opposed to over the phone or online as in instead of emailing back and forth let s meet face to face
in my office this afternoon it is also commonly spelled without hyphens as face to face
face to face adverb definition pictures pronunciation and Jun 02 2023 face to face in a way that involves people
who are close together and looking at each other he opened the door and came face to face with a burglar i deal
with customers on the phone and rarely meet them face to face figurative she was brought face to face with
the horrors of war
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face to face definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 01 2023 doing something face to face means it s
happening in close proximity to another person when you re meeting face to face with your teacher the two
of you are together and speaking directly to each other as an adverb or adjective face to face describes in person
interactions
face to face communication healthier than digital Mar 31 2023 research suggests that face to face
communications are linked to better mental health text based communication appears to predict mental health
better than videoconferencing with the
face to face or face to face hyphen explained grammarhow Feb 27 2023 face to face does not need to be
hyphenated when you are writing it as an adverb this form is used to modify another verb in the sentence
face to face should be hyphenated when it is used as an adjective which means it modifies a noun in the
sentence
hochul no timeline set to explore n y face mask ban Jan 29 2023 published 5 11 pm et jun 13 2024 new york
leaders will explore when to ban new yorkers from wearing face coverings in the coming months to prevent
hate crimes and aid law enforcement but do not have a timeline to change the law gov kathy hochul said
thursday the governor is working with new york city leaders the metropolitan
trump backed candidate wins maine primary to face rep jared Dec 28 2022 chellie pingree to face ronald russell
maine s 1st district on the other hand leans heavily democratic veteran ronald russell won the primary
advancing to the november general election to
clearview ai used your face now you may get a stake in the Nov 26 2022 june 13 2024 8 07 p m et a facial
recognition start up accused of invasion of privacy in a class action lawsuit has agreed to a settlement with a
twist rather than cash payments it would
hot dog eating champs joey chestnut and takeru kobayashi to Oct 26 2022 joey chestnut may not be competing
at nathan s famous fourth of july hot dog eating contest but fans will be able to watch chestnut face off with his
rival takeru kobayashi on netflix on labor day
focus on sentence endings to see the future in japanese Sep 24 2022 chicago whether you realize it or not you
can see the future to be more precise you can hear the future research has shown that our brains are primed
for spoken language and can actually
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